Abstract| W e reduce stability robustness analysis for linear, time-invariant, discrete-time systems to a search problem and attack the problem using genetic algorithms. We describe the problem framework and the modi cations that needed to be made to the canonical genetic algorithm for successful application to robustness analysis. Our results show that genetic algorithms can successfully test a sucient condition for instability in uncertain linear systems with nonlinear polynomial structures. Three illustrative examples demonstrate the new approach.
I. Introduction
Although robust stability and control has been an active area of research since the 1970's 1 , 2 , 3 , the Kharitonov approach to robust stability analysis is of more recent vintage 4 . Most existing work on robust stability analysis is based on relatively simple uncertainty structures and for systems with more complex uncertainty structures, these approaches are no longer feasible. Kharitonov's theorem for example 5 , only applies to continuous-time systems with interval polynomials. Although the edge theorem relaxes Kharitonov's assumptions, the time complexity for this approach for a xed order polynomial is On2 n,1 , where n is the number of polytope edges 6 . Thus, it is not computationally tractable for even modestly large numbers of uncertain parameters. Zadeh provided an important tool known as the mapping theorem for testing the stability of polynomials with multilinear coe cients, but its time complexity for a xed order polynomial is even worse O2 2n,1 7 . Although there is no discrete analog of Kharitonov's theorem, robust Schur stability analysis has been widely investigated 1 , 4 , 1 , 8 , 9 . Unfortunately, the approaches in the literature are not in general applicable to polynomials with nonlinear uncertainty structures. The results can only be applied to non-linear uncertainty structures if overbounding is used, and provide a su cient test for stability 4 , 10 . In general, the main approach for handling nonlinear uncertainty structures is by dense gridding of the uncertainty domain. In special cases, alternative approaches, such as the construction of the value sets using tree structured decomposition 10 , are feasible. The questions of stability and stabilization of complex uncertain systems remain among the most important issues in control engineering today.
Recently, genetic algorithms GAs have been widely applied to e ectively solve di cult optimization problems 11 , 12 , 13 . These algorithms have proven to be e cient for complex problems which are not computationally tractable using other approaches. GAs have attractive features for robust control problems because they do not require linearity, continuity, or other restrictions as in classical approaches. Furthermore, genetic algorithms o er the attraction that all parts of the feasible space are potentially available for exploration. This enhances the robustness properties of genetic search and the results obtainable for problems under investigation. Some researchers presented encouraging results by applying GAs to control parameter estimation 14 , 15 , 16 , optimal control 17 , 18 and robust controller design 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 . To our knowledge, genetic algorithms have not been utilized for robust stability analysis of discrete-time uncertain systems. In this paper, we i n vestigate the applicability and adaptability of GAs in providing a su cient test of instability for such systems. We believe our instability test complements the overbounding stability test and provides a useful tool for investigating robustness.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a framework for robust stability analysis of discrete-time systems. Section 3 describes the canonical genetic algorithm while section 4 describes our modi cations to the canonical genetic algorithm for application to robust stability analysis. We present computational results and analysis in Section 5. Conclusions and directions for future studies are presented in Section 6.
II. Robustness of Discrete-Time System
Consider a linear time invariant discrete-time system. The stability of the system can be determined by examining its characteristic equation. The characteristic equation may be written as: The stability boundary for Equation 1 is jzj = 1 . The stability test is to determine if there exists a system pole outside the unit circle. Using the mapping z 0 ! z ,1 , the instability region becomes the closed unit disc U, and therefore, system instability testing reduces to searching for a pole inside or on the unit circle see Figure 1 .
If the polynomial coe cients are continuous functions of the uncertain parameters and no degree dropping occurs, the system instability test can be simpli ed to searching for a root on the unit circle and the mapping z 0 ! z ,1 need not be used. This follows from the well known boundary crossing theorem 10 . Figure 2 and a The system is unstable but the genetic algorithm cannot nd a zero," or b The system is stable We cannot distinguish between 2a and 2b and thus our approach can only provide a su cient condition for instability, not a necessary condition. Speci cally, not nding a zero" of the polynomial does not provide any information about system stability.
A k ey issue that arises in this approach is the extremely large search space. In such a large search space, exhaustive search methods take unacceptably long while robust search algorithms provide a promising alternative. Genetic algorithms were designed to robustly and e ciently search large, nonlinear search spaces where traditional optimization techniques are not feasible. GAs are particularly attractive because they do not require the coe cients of the characteristic polynomial to be linear and we t h us choose to use GAs as the search method for this paper.
III. Genetic Algorithms
GAs are stochastic, parallel search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and the process of evolution 24 , 12 . GAs were designed to e ciently search large, nonlinear spaces where expert knowledge is lacking or di cult to encode and where traditional optimization techniques fail. GAs perform a multi-directional search by maintaining a population of potential solutions usually encoded as bit strings and encourage information formation and exchange between these solutions. A population is modi ed by the probabilistic application of the genetic operators from one generation to the next. Whenever some individuals in the population exhibit better than average performance, the genetic features of these individuals will be copied with high probability to the next generation.
Evaluation of each string which encodes a candidate solution is based on a tness function that is problem dependent. Selection is done on the basis of relative tness and it probabilistically culls solutions from the population that have relatively low tness. Recombination consists of mutation and crossover. Mutation insures against the permanent loss of genetic material during the selection process and with low probability ips a bit in the genotype. Crossover is a structured yet stochastic operator that allows information exchange between candidate solutions. Figure 3 shows that one point crossover is implemented by choosing a random point in the selected pair of strings and exchanging complementary substrings de ned by the chosen point. Conceptually, GAs work with a rich population and simultaneously climb many peaks in parallel during search processing. This signi cantly reduces the probability of getting trapped at a local minimum. They are thus considered more robust and more broadly applicable than other similar search algorithms.
IV. GA Encoding for Robust Stability Analysis
In the general case, the closed-loop characteristic polynomials is de ned in parametric form as We exploit the fact that for real coe cients, roots are complex conjugate pairs or real. Hence, the search space can be restricted to the upper half of the unit circle shown in Figure 1 . A. Representation We use a small margin of tolerance to represent a true numeric zero. can be the computer's oating-point precision, or double precision, since high precision is required in our problem. Additionally, the uncertain polynomial in real applications may contain numerous parameters. In such uncertain parameter optimization problems, a long bit string is required in order to extend the precision and represent the entire range of each parameter. Thus the binary chromosome representation traditionally used in GAs shows some de ciencies since a long chromosome usually results in poor performance for GAs.
In order to overcome the drawback of the binary representation, we coded the GA chromosome as a vector of real numbers with double precision. Each parameter q i , i = 1; :::; n, is initialized within the pre-speci ed domain We assume that the polynomial P z 0 ; q contains nonlinear coe cients, and may therefore have n umerous nite local extrema. To enhance the GAs ability to e ciently nd a desired global minimum hidden among many local extrema, a good balance between exploration and exploitation is necessary. Our strategy is to give GAs a richer population and more exploration to avoid unfavorable local minima in early stages. Later, we gradually reduce the number of such minima qualifying for frequent visits. The attention nally shifts more to smaller re nements in the quality of solution.
Instead of constant population size, we i n troduce a varying population size schedule by utilizing information about the individual tness. This has also been investigated in 25 where F itMax and F itMin are maximal and minimal tness values found until the current generation, respectively. MinLT is minimal allowable lifetime and is a constant which can be set to greater than 1. Although varying the population size introduces additional complexity in out implementation, our tests indicate that the output quality improves signi cantly and the number of generations needed for searching a desired global optimum decreases compared with the canonical genetic algorithm.
The mutation schedule known as non-uniform mutation can be stated as follows 27 : 4t; y = y1 , r 1,t=T b 12 where r is a random number in 0; 1 , and b is a system parameter determining the degree of nonuniformity, and y equals to q k , q + k o r q k , q , k for uncertain parameters, z , 1 or z , 0 for the absolute value of the root and , o r , 0 for the angle of the root. The property of this mutation schedule is to help the GA wander freely among local minima at early stages. The attention of mutation then shifts to smaller re nements in the solution at later stages when we are in the vicinity of a possible global optimum. Based on our tests results, a large mutation rate is suggested. We assume C t i and C t i+1 to be two individuals of population pt at generation t. Their o spring for the next generation t + 1 are generated by linearly combining these two individuals. The resulting o spring are generated by the rules
where is the value of the random variable distributed on 0; 1 . is a bias factor that speci es how m uch additional information is taken from the dominating individual higher tness in the current stage. The new o spring attempt to inherit the better genes from each of their parent. Assuming maximization problems with a non-negative tness function, can then be determined from the following equations. Implementing these two equations does not raise the genetic algorithm's computational complexity and, based on our numerical tests, the performance of our modied genetic algorithm is signi cantly better than that of a canonical genetic algorithm. Figure 4 illustrates this crossover operator. When parent1 shows better tness than parent2, child1 is allowed to copy additional information from parent1. As a result, the chromosome of child1 retains more similarity with parent1.
V. Results
In order to validate our proposed approach, we tested di erent parametric polynomials with various types of nonlinear dependency. In all cases, except for a specially constructed example 3 below, the GA successfully tested the su ciency condition. For brevity, we only consider three of the numerous examples we used to test our approach. The result given in Figure 5 demonstrates the tness value of an uncertain polynomial found by the GAs as a function of generation. We set the tolerance equal to 9 10 ,16 as a true numeric zero. The GA stopped when its tness reaches . From Figure 5 , although the tness pro le barely visibly changes after the 40th generation, the GA continuously takes tiny steps to approach a nal optimal solution. After running 226 generations, the GA found a pair of roots on the unit circle for P z 0 ; q at j1:0je 2:84317337937836980j with q : 0:998697534807558; 1:492783030649645, 0:424252720951437; 0:982848197210973, 0:808143979297398 T and P z 0 ; q = 5 :551E,17 4:441E, 16j. Since the accuracy is far beyond our requirement, we can safely conclude that there is a root on the unit circle and that the given polynomial P z 0 ; q is unstable.
The computation time required is less than a minute on a PentiumPro-200.
Although detecting a root on the unit circle is su cient to conclude the search, we continued searching for roots inside the unit circle. The GA detected a pair of roots at j0:99448845954136977je 0:65541191108445074j after 498 generations. Obviously, searching for roots on the unit circle is more e cient than searching inside the unit circle. In this example, GAs worked well for testing the su cient condition of instability for nonlinear uncertain systems with a given accuracy.
It is interesting to visualize how the uncertain parameter is evaluated by the GA. Figure 6 shows changes in the uncertain parameter family during the evolutionary process. The value of parameters in each generation sways severely in an early short period. It then advances forward to the root by making very ne step changes. The GA searches t structures in the uncertain parameter Q space and moves toward the global optimum by gradually reducing the chance of reproducing un t structures, as shown in Figure 6 . Unlike gridding techniques, which leads to a combinatoric explosion in the parameter domain, GAs search a much smaller set of structures based on natural selection, and save enough computation time to make a search based approach feasible for this problem. where q is a plant parameter and k is the controller gain. The coe cient functions are exponential for the uncertain plant parameter q and a ne for the controller gain k. Robustness analysis for such an exponential dependence is di cult using conventional techniques. Let the sampling interval T be unity and the feasible region for the uncertain parameters be Q fq;k: q 2 0:1; 2 ; k 2 0:1; 2 g.
We set all parameters of the GA to be the same as in the rst example. We map z to z 0 in the given polynomial by reversing the order of the coe cients then test for the existence of a root on or inside the unit circle. Once again, the tolerance is set to 9 10 ,16 as a true numeric zero. First, we check for roots on the unit circle. After 58 generations, the tolerance converges to 0:00021171124248198 and further improvement is unlikely, as shown in Figure 7 . The value of P z 0 ; q ; k is 2:111E ,4 3:6812E ,11j. The accuracy is not satisfactory for our requirement, and therefore further search inside the unit circle is necessary. After running 153 generations searching inside the unit circle, the GA nally found a pair of roots at j0:985708500750795je 1:57079632679489700j with q = 0:10000000000000001; k = 1:427358664247987, and P z 0 ; q ; k = 1 :6653E,16 5:4515E,16j. Once again, using the GA, we can conclude that the given polynomial is unstable. The system's uncertain parameter ranges are Q = fq : q 1 2 1:4; 3:0 ; q 2 2 1:0; 2:8 ; q 3 2 1:8; 3:2 ; q 4 2 1:2; 2:8 g. We constructed this polynomial to stress that our approach only provides su ciency conditions. A genetic algorithm using the same GA parameters as in the previous two examples was unable to nd any roots on or within the unit circle even after 1000 generations. We thus cannot conclude anything about the system's stability from our approach and will need to use some other tool for stability analysis in this case, an analytic solution is possible.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrated how genetic algorithms can be applied to aid robust stability analysis. Our approach only provides a su cient condition for instability for uncertain nonlinear parametric polynomials. We m o di ed the GA using novel genetic operators and applied the GA to problems that are di cult to solve using conventional methods due to nonlinearities in the coe cients of their characteristic polynomials. Our computational results indicate that GAs can test the su ciency condition for system instability with a given accuracy. Furthermore, GAs can be applied to a wider class of systems with large numbers of uncertain parameters. This perspective makes GAs rather unique and promising compared with other approaches.
We also note that if the GA search is unsuccessful we cannot make a n y conclusions about stability or instability. Our last example illustrates this fact. However, the paucity of tools for dealing with nonlinear parametric polynomials makes our genetic algorithm based approach a viable alternative.
A necessary and su cient condition for robust stability of discrete-time systems is that all roots of its characteristic polynomial lie inside the unit circle. However, to use genetic algorithms to test this stability condition further investigation is needed. It is our belief that further research in this direction is justi ed.
